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Kris
Sleeping
With	Scott!
✱Secret	romps	at	Beverly	Hills	Hotel!
✱The	sister	who	knew	
	 —	and	said	nothing!

KOURTNEY: “MY MOM IS DEAD TO ME!”
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SHE GOT
BOTOX

FOR HIM!

It started in Vegas!

SHOCKING
	20-LB	WEIGHT

LOSS!

SHHOCKKING
TOO UPSET TO EATO U
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Chip & Joanna
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CARROT TOP
OK, so maybe the Las Vegas magician, 
51, never had movie-star looks, but 
Dr. Shafer thinks cheek fillers and an 
overly aggressive brow lift — possibly 
done to help with his hooded 
eyelids — pushed Carrot Top into 
freakshow territory. 

COURTENEY COX
The Friends actress, 52, may have 
been blessed with good skin, but 
her trout mouth and overfilled 
cheeks have ruined her attractively 
sharp features, says Dr. Yagoda. 
Just call it “The One Where She 
Messed Up Her Face.”
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SURGERY SECRETS OF THE STARS

DEMI MOORE
Cheeks droop and flatten over time, 
so is Demi, 53, a genetic anomaly? Not 
so much. “Her cheekbones are not 
only fuller but higher possibly from 
an implant,” explains Dr. Hadeed. “Her 
chin is also more defined which could 
be the result of a chin lift or implant.”

BLAKE LIVELY
Not to be a gossip, but teenage Blake may not have been welcome in the 
Upper East Side’s most exclusive cliques before her makeover. In addition to 
fixing her teeth, Dr. Yagoda estimates that Blake, 29, has had a nose job and fill-
ers in her upper lip to even out her smile... but that’s one secret she’ll never tell. 

SHARON OSBOURNE
Ozzy’s other half went from frumpy to foxy, at 64, thanks to a well-done series 
of procedures. “I would estimate a face and neck lift, upper and lower eyelid 
surgery, brow lift, nose reshaping, fillers to the lips and cheeks, and laser resur-
facing of her skin,” says Dr. Schulman, tallying the total at upwards of $75,000. 
“She wasn’t too aggressive and it turned out very well — she looks great.” 
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